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Abstract

1 Introduction

It is well known that after placing m  n balls independently
and uniformly at random (i.u.r.)
into n bins, the fullest bin
contains (log n= log log n + mn ) balls, with high probability.
? 
It is also known (see [Ste96]) that a maximum load of O mn
can be obtained for all m  n if a ball is allocated in one
(suitably chosen) of two (i.u.r.) bins.
Stemann ([Ste96]) shows that r communication
? suf
p rounds
ce to guarantee a maximum load of maxf r log n; O mn g,
with high probability. Adler et al. have shown in [ACMR95]
that Stemanns protocol is optimal for constant r.
In this paper we extend the above results in two directions:
We generalize the lower bound to arbitrary r  log log n.
This implies that the result of Stemanns protocol is optimal for all r. Our main result is a generalization
of
Stemanns upper bound to weighted jobs: Let W A (W M )
denote the average (maximum) weight of the balls. Further let  = W A=W M . Note that the maximum load
is at least (m=n  W A + W M ). We? present a protocol
m  W A + W M  usthat achieves
maximum
load
of

n


log n
ing O log( ((logm=n
rounds
of
communication.
For
)+1))
uniform weights this matches the results of Stemann. In
particular,
for log log n rounds we achieve optimal load of
?
O mn  W A + W M . Using this lower bound it is also shown
that our algorithm is optimal in the case of weighted balls
for various degrees of uniformity.

In the classic \balls into bins" game, we have m balls, n bins
and each ball is thrown into a bin chosen independently and
uniformly at random (i.u.r.).
It is well known
?
 that there exists a bin receiving  log n= log log n + mn balls, with high
probability (w.h.p.), that is, with probability 1 ? n? for any
constant > 0. The maximum number of balls found? inany
bin, i.e. the maximum load, can be decreased to  mn by
allowing a ball to select one bin among several i.u.r. chosen
bins.
The problem of allocating balls to bins nds many applications. Consider, for example, the eld of distributed Load
Balancing. Here a client workstation issue jobs (balls) that
have to be allocated to servers (bins). In this case, Load
Balancing enables the e ective utilization of a distributed
computing system which requires ecient policies for resource allocation.
Another application is the design of Multimedia or Data
Servers using disk arrays. One data unit is divided into several blocks and each block is stored on several disks chosen
i.u.r. The clients' data requests represent the balls in the
game. The balls \choose" bins holding a copy of the requested data. The goal is to distribute the accesses evenly
among the disks.
For both applications, the balls into bins game described
above only models correctly if the jobs have uniform weight
(resources like time or size of requested data) which is typically not given in real applications.
Therefore, we provide an algorithm dealing with weighted
balls. The algorithm allocates an unknown number of balls
to n bins yielding an optimal allocation as fast as the fastest
known algorithm for balls without weights. No global information on the weights of the balls is required.
Further, we generalize the lower bound of Adler et
al. [ACMR95] relating the number of communication rounds
to the achievable maximum load. This shows that the algorithm of Stemann [Ste96] and our algorithm are optimal in
the case of jobs without weights, and that our algorithm is
also optimal in the case of weighted balls.
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1.1 Known Results
All protocols for balanced allocations known so far assume
uniform weights.
Azar et al. [ABKU94] examine a sequential protocol called
greedy process to place m balls into n bins. For each ball they
choose d bins i.u.r., and put the ball into the bin with minimum load at time of placement. They show that after placing n balls the maximum load is (log log(n)= log(d) + 1),
w.h.p. Furthermore, they provide a result for an in nite version of their sequential process: in the case of a
stationary distribution, the fullest bin contains less than
log log(n)= log(d) + O(1) balls, w.h.p., where n is both the
number of balls and bins in the system. The simple sequential game has many applications and is also used as an online algorithm for competitive Load Balancing (see [ABK94],
[AKP+ 93], and [PW93]).
Adler et al. [ACMR95] explore the problem in parallel and
distributed settings for the case of placing n balls into n
bins. They provide a lower bound for non-adaptive (possible destinations are chosen before any communication takes
place) and symmetric algorithms (all balls and bins perform the same underlying algorithm, and all destinations
are chosen i.u.r.). For any constant number r 2 IN of
communication q
rounds, the
 maximum load is shown to
log
n
r
be at least
log log n (see [Mit96b]). Additionally,
they present parallelizations of the sequential strategy found
in [ABKU94]. They give a two-round parallelization of
the greedy process, matching the lower bound. Furthermore, they introduce a multiple-round strategy requiring
log log n + O(1) rounds of communication and achieving
maximum load log log n+O(1), w.h.p. Finally, they examine
a strategy using a threshold T : In each of r communication
rounds each non-allocated ball tries to access two bins chosen i.u.r. and each bin accepts upqto T balls during each
log n
round. They show that with T = r (2r+logo(1))
log n this algorithm terminates after r rounds with maximum load r  T ,
w.h.p.
Stemann [Ste96] extends the results for the case where the
number of balls m is larger than the number n of bins.
For m = n, he analyzes a very
q simple class of algorithms
achieving maximum load O r logloglogn n if r rounds of communication are allowed. For constant r, this matches the
lower bound presented in [ACMR95]. He generalizes the malgorithm for m > n balls and achieves optimal load O( n )
log log n rounds of communication, w.h.p., or load
using log(
m=n) ? 
p
max r log n; O mn using r rounds of communication,
w.h.p.
Recently, Mitzenmacher [Mit96a] analyzed a dynamic, continuous allocation strategy: Customers (balls) arrive as a
Poisson stream of rate n,  < 1, at a collection of n servers
(bins). Each customer chooses d servers i.u.r. and joins the
server with the fewest customers. Customers are served according to the rst-come- rst-serve protocol, and the service
time is exponentially distributed with mean one. He calls his
model the supermarket model. For a time interval of xed
and constant length T , he showed the expected waiting time
to be O(1) for N ! 1, and the maximum queue length is
O(log log n + o(1)), w.h.p. His analysis makes use of deep

results of Kurtz ([Kur81]) on so called density dependent
Markov Chains.

1.2 New Results
We present an algorithm allocating m weighted balls into
n bins. The weights may be arbitrary positive real values.
No global information on the number and the weights of the
balls is given to the algorithm. The goal is to allocate the
balls to the bins in such a way that the load of the bins is
almost equal.
The weight Wi of a ball Bi is a positive real number. The
load of a bin Uj is the sum of the weights Wi of all balls Bi
allocated to Uj .
P
We de ne the average weight as W A = m1 mi=1 Wi and the
maximum weight W M as the maximum Aof the weights, i.e.,
W M = max(Wi ). Further let  = WWM be the degree of
uniformity?of the weights. Note that the maximum load is
at least mn  W A + W M

Theorem
1.1 For m; n 2 IN, m  n it holds for every
 2e2 : Using
log log n
?

O
log  ( mn   + 1)

!

rounds
of communication, a maximum load of

?m
A + W M  can be achieved, w.h.p. No global infor
W
n
mation on the number and the weights of the balls has to be
known in advance.




log n
If O loglog
rounds are used, the load
( mn +1) communication

?m
A
of any bin is at most O n  W + W M , w.h.p., which is
optimal. In the case
 of balls with
 unit weights, our algorithm
n
needs at most O log(log(log
communication rounds, to
m
n +1))?

achieve a maximum load of O  mn , w.h.p. This matches
the result of Stemann [Ste96].
Furthermore we give a lower bound extending the lower
bound given by Adler et al. in [ACMR95] to non-constant
numbers of communication rounds and m  n. As in Adler
et al.([ACMR95]), our lower bound model assumes that each
ball chooses two bins i.u.r. and has to be placed in one of
them. Our lower bound model is described in Section 3, we
call it access graph based.

Theorem 1.2 For m;1 n; r 2 IN, r  log log n and m  n it
holds with probability 4 :
 Any access graph based algorithm allocating m balls

with
weights into n bins requires at least
? log unit
log0n  rounds of communication to achieve a maxlog
imum load  0 .
 After
r
rounds
of
communicationq the maximum load is at least
1  r log n .
2
18 log log n

This bound shows that allocating m equally
 weighted
 balls
into n bins obtaining optimal load needs  logloglogmnn rounds
of communication. As a consequence of this theorem, there
are no better access graph based algorithms for allocating
balls with uniform weights than the one of Stemann and
ours.
Our upper bound Theorem 1.1, that approximates the optimal maximum load up to a factor , needs the same number
of rounds for allocating:

 m balls with unit weight
 m balls with degree of uniformity 
This e ect becomes obvious for the following set of weighted
balls with uniformity : m balls get weight 1 and (1?)m
balls get weight 0. Thus, under the assumptions that adding
balls with weights does not change the complexity of approximating the optimal maximum load, we may conclude
from our Lower
Bound (Theorem 1.2): For m  n and
balls with degree of uni1    mn we have weighted

formity  in a way that loglog( logm n ) rounds of commun
nication
to achieve maximum load at most

? m Aare necessary
 n W + W M . Thus, also for weighted balls our protocol is optimal.

2 Adaptive Load Balancing
In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we describe an algorithm,
the so called adaptive collision protocol . As a motivation
for the adaptive collision protocol consider the c-collision
protocol used by Stemann in [Ste96] allocating
m balls with
unit weights to n bins. Let c =  mn for some > 1. In
the c-collision protocol every ball chooses two bins i.u.r. In
each round a ball sends a request to its chosen bins, and a
bin U accepts the request of a ball if and only if U gets at
most c requests. A ball which is not accepted keeps sending
requests until it is accepted. Obviously, c has to be chosen properly in order to make the algorithm work, and the
proper choice of c requires knowledge about the number m
of the balls. To avoid this problem, assume that the algorithm is executed for all possible values of c simultaneously,
i.e. in each round every ball sends a request including the
values of c for which it is already accepted and each bin answers a request with the values of c for which it accepts its
requests. In order to include weighted balls we compute the
sum of the weights of the balls sending a request to a bin
instead of just counting the number of requests.
To avoid too much communication our algorithm operates
slightly di erent. Each ball Bi keeps the smallest value of
c for which it has been accepted in the last round. We call
this value bci . At the beginning of each round each ball
Bi sends a request including bci and its own weight Wi to
each bin it has chosen. Now every bin Uj computes the
value ucj as the minimum possible value such that every
ball sending a request to Uj is accepted at Uj or in another
bin. For doing this, Uj assumes that every other bin chooses
the same value ucj (while other bins may choose and assume
di erent values). Afterwards Uj answers each request with

Wi bci rank reply
2 10 1
6
2 9 2
6
1 7 3
6
2 6 4
1
1 2 5
1
Figure 1: The bin chooses ucj = 6. The last column contains
the values replied to the balls.

ucj if Uj assumes the ball to be accepted at Uj , and with 1
otherwise. Figure 1 contains an example.
The Adaptive Collision Protocol is given in Figure 2.
For every bin Uj the sum of the weights of all balls placed
into Uj is called the nal load of Uj .
To simplify our discussion we divide the weights Wi of all
balls by W M , so the maximum weight of a ball is 1 and the
average weight is , the degree of uniformity.
Further we concentrate on the case where m   = n, the
general case may be treated analogously.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is done by induction: First we
show some properties of the initial distribution of the requests. After that, using some knowledge on the distribution of requests in round t, we derive a similar result on the
distribution in round t + 1.
Before starting with our induction, we relate the behavior
of the Adaptive Load Collision Protocol to a much simpler
one, thus simplifying our analysis.
The rst property we state is that every ball Bi allocates
itself to a bin Uj which assumes Bi to be allocated at Uj ,
i.e., each ball gets at least one reply 6= 1.

Lemma 2.1 For each ball Bi , let bci (r) and ucj (r) be the
values of bci and ucj in round r respectively. Then for every
ball Bi it holds: bci (r)  bci (r ? 1) and hence Bi gets at
least one reply 6= 1.
Proof: The proof is done by induction on r.
[ 8i : (bci (1)  bci (2)) ]: In the step marked with (*) all
requests of each ball are answered by Uj with a value 6= 1,
so bci (1) =
6 1. Let Uj be the bin returning the smallest

value to Bi , (W.l.o.g we assume that Uj answerers the red
request of Bi ) thus bci (1) equals the total load of the red
requests sent to Uj . Hence, while computing l in Uj for the
c never exceeds bci (1). Bi gets
red requests, the sum of the W
an reply containing ucj (1) which equals either the sum of
the weights of a part of the red requests send to Uj or some
value bci0 (1) no larger than bci (1). Hence bci (2)  bci (1).
[ 8i : (bci (r ? 1)  bci (r) ) 8i : bci (r)  bci (r + 1)) ]: Let
Uj be the bin returning the smallest value to Bi in round r
(Again we assume U ? j to answer the red request w.l.o.g).
Further let (r) be the rank of Bi 's red request after sorting
in round r. Every red request with rank larger than (r ? 1)
after sorting in round r ? 1 also has rank larger than (r) in
round r. This holds, because our sorting algorithm is stable

Adaptive Collision Protocol:
For all balls B1 ; : : : ; Bm do in parallel

-Choose i.u.r. three bins V1 ; V2 and V3 .
-Send a request containing the weight Wi to each chosen bin. (The requests
send to V1 ; V2 and V3 are called red, green and yellow request respectively.
For all bins U1 ; : : : ; Un do in parallel
For color 2 f red, green, yellowg do
-Compute the sum Sj of the weights Wi of the color requests send to Uj
-Send a reply containing Sj for each color equest
(*)
For r rounds do
For all balls B1 ; dots; Bm do in parallel
-Compute bci as the minimum of the replied values
-Allocate yourself to the bin with minimum returned value (ties are broken
arbitrarily).
-Send a request including bci and Wi to all chosen bins
For all bins U1 ; : : : ; Un do in parallel
For color 2 fred, green, yellowg do
-Sort the received color requests according to their values bci in decreasing
order, using a stable sorting algorithm starting with the sequence from
ci be the value of the i-th largest value
the last round (if existing). Let bc
ci be the corresponding weight.
of the bc'sn and let W
o
P
d
ci  bc
-l := max l li=1 W
l+1
nP
o
d
ci ; bc
-ucj := max li=1 W
l+1
-For the rst l color requests send a reply containing ucj , and a reply
containing 1 for the other color requests.
For all balls B1 ; dots; Bm do in parallel
-If Bi allocated himself to a bin Uj place Bi into Uj .
Figure 2: The Adaptive Collision Protocol

and requests which get a reply containing ucj (r ? 1) in round
r ? 1 contain a bc(r) not greater than bci (r) in round r. Each
request answered with 1 in round r ?1 has a bc(r) not larger
than bci (r), due to the choice of ucj (r ? 1), the induction
hypothesis and the stability of the sorting algorithm.
P
c (r). Then we have for all   (r):
Let W (r) =  =1 bc
(1)

(2)

W (r)W(r) (r)  W(r?1) (r ? 1)  ucj (r ? 1)
and

ucj (r ? 1) = bci (r)  bcc (r)
(3)

This implies that W (r)  bcc (r) holds. (1) holds due to
the fact that every red request with rank larger than (r ? 1)
after sorting in round r ? 1 has also rank larger than (r)
in round r. (2) is due to the algorithms choice of ucj .
(3) assures that l  (r). Hence, in round r, Bi gets a reply
containing a value 6= 1. According to the choice of l, we
cl  W
cl (r)  bc
d
cl . Further it holds bci (r)  bc
have bc
l+1 (r),
d
c
hence bci (r)  maxfWl ; bcl+1 g = ucj (r)  bci (r + 1).
Consider the c-Load Collision Protocol described in Figure 3.
This algorithm will be used in order to analyze our Adaptive

Collision Protocol. First we show that the adaptive protocol
and the c-Load Collision Protocol are closely related, i.e., if
all balls are deleted in the latter one after t rounds, the
Adaptive Collision Protocol archives a nal load of at most
3  c.

Lemma 2.2 Assume the c-Load Collision Protocol and
the Adaptive Collision Protocol use the same random bins
V1 ; V2 ; V3 for every ball. If all balls are deleted after r rounds
of the Load Collision Protocol, the maximum nal load of
any bin in the Adaptive Collision Protocol is at most 3  c.
Proof: The proof is done by induction on the number of
rounds.
[t = 1]: No ball has been deleted in the c-Load Collision
Protocol.
[t ? 1 ! t]: Consider a ball Bi which is deleted before round
t in the0 Load Collision Protocol.
If the ball was deleted in
round t < t ? 1 then bci (t0 ) 0 c according to the induction
hypothesis and bci (t)  bci (t )  c according to Lemma
2.1. So assume that Bi is deleted in round t ? 1, w.l.o.g. we
assume that Bi gets an accept as reply to his red request
from bin Uj . Then Uj accepted all its red requests in round
t ? 1. Now consider the red requests send to Uj in the
Adaptive Collision Protocol in round t ? 1. The sum of

c-Load Collision Protocol:
For all balls B1 ; : : : ; Bm do in parallel
-Choose i.u.r. three bins V1 ; V2 and V3 .
For r rounds do
For all balls B1 ; : : : ; Bm do in parallel
-Send a request including bci and Wi to all chosen bins (The requests send
to V1 ; V2 and V3 are called red, green and yellow requests respectively)
.
For all bins U1 ; : : : ; Un do in parallel
For color 2 fred, green, yellowg do
-Compute the sum of the weights of all color requests send to Uj
-If the sum is at most c, reply the requests with accept (the bin is said to
accept its requests), else reply with non accept
For all balls B1 ; : : : ; Bm do in parallel
-If Bi gets at least one reply containing accept, Bi is deleted (deleted balls
do not participate in the protocol any more)
Figure 3: The c-Load Collision Protocol
the weights of all red requests Ri0 with bci0 (t ? 1) > c is
at most c, so Uj answerers all these requests with a value
ucj (t ? 1)  c.
If all balls are deleted at the end of the c-Load Collision
Protocol, bci (r)  c holds for all balls Bi in the Adaptive
Collision Protocol, so every ball Bi has allocated itself to a
bin Uj sending a reply with ucj  c. For each color the sum
of the weights of requests getting a reply with ucj  c is at
most c, so for each color the sum of the weights of the balls
allocating themselves to Uj is at most c.
For our analysis it is convenient to have the possibility of
slowing down our c-Load Collision Protocol a little bit: In
the rst part of our proof we will consider the red and green
requests only, thus we assume that no ball deletes itself due
to the presence of a yellow one accepted. The yellow requests
will be handeled at the end of the proof.

Lemma 2.3 Consider a faulty version of the c-Load Col-

lision Protocol, where some balls do not delete themselves
even if they get some accept reply. Then it holds: At the
beginning of every round t the set L(t) of deleted balls in
the c-Load Collision Protocol is a superset of the set F (t) of
balls deleted in the faulty version.

Proof: The proof is done by induction on the number t of

rounds.
[t = 1]: At the beginning of round 1 it holds F (1) = ; 
L(t).
[t ? 1 ! t]: We have F (t ? 1)  L(t ? 1) at the beginning
of round t ? 1, hence every red request sent to a bin Uj in
the c-Load Collision Protocol is also sent to Uj in the faulty
version, so the sum of the weights of the red requests in the
faulty version is not smaller than the same sum in the cLoad Collision Protocol. Hence, whenever a red request R
is replied with an accept in the faulty version, R is accepted

in the c-Load Collision Protocol, too. The same holds for
green and yellow requests.
Lemma 2.3 allows us to concentrate on the red and green
requests rst, we assume that no ball deletes himself due to
an accept reply to a yellow request.
For the analysis we may also assume that some bins fail
during the c-Load Collision Protocol, i.e. they do not accept
their red or green requests even if the protocol allows them
to do so (in this case the bins are not said to accept their
requests).
Now we are ready to start our induction. During the induction, we make frequent use of the following Hoe ding Bound
(see e.g. [DM90]).

Lemma 2.4 Let Y1 ;    Yn be independent random
variablesi
h P

with values in the interval [0; z]. Let  := E n1 nj=1 Yj
be the mean expected value of the Yj . Then it holds for all
u1
Prob

"
n
X

#



u?1
Yj    nu  euu
j =1

 n

z

For simplicity we state our next Lemmata for red requests
only, they also hold for green requests unless stated otherwise.
For t 2 IN let rj (t) (gj (t)) denote the sum of the weights Wi
of all red (green) requests Ri of balls Bi send to Uj in round
t. A bin0 which has not accepted a red (green) request in a
round t < t is said to be red- (green-) active in round t.
To derive a strong result on the sizes of the bins, we make
use of the following function:
( x
e if x > 2c
f (x) =
0 otherwise

Lemma 2.5

"

Lemma 2.6

#

n
X

E
f (rj (1))  12  n
j =1

Proof: Fix a bin Uj . We have
E

"
n
X

j =1

#

f (rj (1)) = n  E [f (rj (1))]

c

2




u=e

c
2

1
X

u=e

|

c

Prob [rj (1) 2 (log(u ? 1); log(u)] ]  u
Prob [rj (1)  log(u ? 1)]

2

{z

}

(1)



c 
2

+ Prob rj (1)  log(e )  e
|

{z

(2)

c
2

}

According to the Hoe ding Bound we obtain:
m   log(u?1)
e

Prob [rj (1)  log(u ? 1)]  log(un ? 1)
Hence
1  e  m   log(u?1)
X
n
(1) 
c log(u ? 1)
u=e
:for c  4  e  m
n 
1  log(u?1)
X
1

2
u=ec=
 41


2

2

and

c=2



e  mn  
 ec=2
c=2
for
: c  4  e2  m
n 
 14

(2) 

P

j =1

f (rj (1))  n w.h.p.

and hence, for all u  c, there are at most enu bins Uj with

rj (1)  c, w.h.p.

E [f (rjZ(1))]
1
Prob [rj (1) = u]  eudu
=
1
X

n
X

The next lemma shows that nj=1 f (rj (1)) will be at most
twice the expected value, w.h.p.

Proof: It suces to prove the rst statement. We consider groups of balls, where
each group contains balls with
a total weight between 21 and 1, and every ball is contained
in exactly one group. The number of groups is at most 2  n.
Let Yi be the random variable denoting the random choices
for V1 of the balls in the i-th group (the balls in a group are
not assumed to choose the same bin). Let
f 0 (x) = minff (x); 81 log ng
and
n
X
X = f 0 (rj (1))
j =1

be a random variable | which depends on the Yi .
Further let
Xi = E [X jY1 ; : : : ; Yi ] :
Then the Xi form a Martingale.
It holds
jXi ? Xi+1 j  e 81 log n  n 18 :
Azumas Inequality | as for example found in [RM95] |
yields


( 12 n)2



i
h
1
Prob jX ? E [X ]j  21  n  e 2nn 8

Lemma 2.5 we have E [X ]  12  n, so we are done if
f1 0 (rj (1)) = f (rj (1)) (i.e. no bin has load higher than
8 log n) for every j 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Using the Hoe ding Bound
again the latter comes up easily.
The next lemma shows that small (in terms of weight) subsets of balls do not form a big heap of load in any bin.

Lemma 2.7 Consider
a set R of red requests R1 ; : : : ; Rk
P
with total load Ri 2R Wi  n . Then, for every bin Uj ,
the sum sj of the weights of all requests
of R in Uj is at
most   e, with probability 1 ? n  .
3
4

4

Proof: The expected value of sj is at most n? , so according to the Hoe ding Bound



? 41
Prob [sj  ]  e  n

.

1
4



Lemma 2.8 Let B1 ; : : : ; Bk be some balls sending a red request to a xed bin Uj0 in round t. Let R be the set of green

requests send by B1 ; : : : ; Bk .
For t  r let Uj be a green-active bin in round t and p(t) =
Prob [gj (t ? 1)  c ? ] using  from Lemma 2.7.
The probability that all green requests of B1 ; : : : ; Bk go to a
bin Uj00 with gj00 (t)  c is at most (p(t))k , w.h.p.

E

(2) 



E

j =1

.

f (rj (t + 1)) = n  E [f (rj (t + 1))]

1
X

u=e 2c
|

Prob [rj (t + 1)  log(u ? 1)]
{z



(1)

}

c 

c

+ Prob rj (t + 1)  log(e 2 )  e 2
|

It holds
(1) 

{z

(2)

}



1
X

v=e

c
2

2

2

q(t)  e?v
c
2

 q(t)  (p(t)) c 
2

 ec
2

1
X
v=ec

e?v  v c

2

 41  q(t)  (p(t)) c
2

Lemma 2.10 Using the notations of Lemma 2.9 it holds:
n
X
j =1

if

f (rj (t + 1))  q(t)  (p(t))c=2  n w.h.p.
q(t)  (p(t))c=2  n  n

5
8

Prob [gj (t) = v]
v=e 2c u=e 2c
 Prob [gj (t + 1)  log(u ? 1) jgj (t) = v ]

According to Lemma 2.8 we may use the Hoe ding Bound
to determine the latter probability:
v
1 X
X

v=e 2c u=e 2c

that
each group contains balls with a total weight between
1
2 and 1. Let Yi be the random variable denoting whether
the balls in the i-th group delete themselves in round t + 1
or not, depending on the load rj0 (t) of the bin Uj0 where the
red request of a ball goes to.
Further let
f 0 (x) = minff (x); 81 log ng
and let
n
X
X = gj (t + 1)
j =1

v
1 X
X





Proof: As in Lemma 2.6 we consider groups of balls such

E [f (rj (t + 1))]



Prob [gj (t) = v]

2

Proof: Fix a bin Uj . As in Lemma 2.5 we have
#

c
2

 e  v c p(t)

#

" n
X

v=e



j =1 f (rj (t))  q (t)  n

with p(t) taken from Lemma 2.8.

1
X

 Prob gj (t + 1)  log(e c ) jgj (t) = v  e c

Pn

f (rj (t + 1))  21  q(t)  (p(t))c=2  n
j =1

2

 14  q(t)  (p(t)) c

and

p(t) if sj (de ned as in Lemma 2.7) is at most .
All
P red requests of the balls B1 ; : : : ; Bk go to Uj 0 , so
Ri 2R Wi  ri (1)  log n, w.h.p. Hence according to
Lemma 2.7 sj  , w.h.p.
The next lemma shows that the sum of the random variables
estimating the load in the bins decreases during each round.

" n
X

v=e

c2

q(t)  e?v  vlog v  (p(t)) c
2

Proof: Consider the set of green active bins in round t,
the probability for a bin Uj to have gj (t)  c under the
assumption that some elements of R go to Uj is at most

Lemma 2.9 For t  r assume that
for some q(t)  1. Then

1
X



q(t)  e?v



e  v  p(t) log(u?1)
 log(
u ? 1)

be a random variable depending on the Yi and let
Xi = E [X jY1 ; : : : ; Yi ]
Then the Xi form a Martingale. According to Azuma Martingale Inequality we have
i
h
Prob jX ? E [X ]j  21  q(t)  (p(t))c=2  n


( 12 q(t)(p(t))c=2 n)2
1
2nn 8
 e

Using the last lemmas we are now able to analyse the performance of the faulty version of the c-Load Collision Protocol.
We assume that 2c  .
In the rst round all nPbins are red-active, and according
to Lemma 2.6 we have ni=1 f (rci )(1) cn. The probability
p(1) of Lemma 2.8 is at most e? 2  e? 2 ?1 .
In round 2 the number of red-active bins is at most e?c  n,
according to Lemma 2.3 we defer some accepts in round 1
such
that the number of active bins in round 2 is exactly
e?c  n. We will defer some accepts in every round in order
to keep our estimate for the number act(t) of active bins in
round t exact all the time.
t
Assume that p(t)  e( 2c ?1) . According to Lemma 2.10 we
have
?
n
X
c t?1 
f (ri (t))  e? ( 2 ?1)
Further

i=1

act(t) = e?c 

Hence

p(t + 1) =




n
X
i=1

n
X

f (ri (t ? 1))

f (ri (t))  e

? 2c

 act(t)?1

i=1 
?
c t c
?
(
e ? 2 ?1)  2  e? 2c  ec
c t+1
e? ( 2 ?1)

After



log log n
r = O log(
c
2 ? 1)
rounds we would have



n
X

n
X
f (ri (r))  n1  f (ri (r ? 1))
i=1
i=1

if Lemma 2.10 would hold for any q(t) and p(t). So assume
our analysis fails when
n
X
i=1

f (ri (r)) = n

5
8

Then according to Lemma 2.7 we can use the yellow copy
to allocate the remaining balls with maximum load .

For a xed H , the goal of a Load Balancing algorithm is to
direct the edges of H in such a way that the maximum indegree over all vertices of the graph is minimized. Directing
an edge corresponds to allocating a ball to one of its bins.
The r-neighborhood of an edge e is the subgraph of H containing the nodes and the edges within reach of the vertices
of e by paths of length at most r ? 1. An edge e has a symmetric (r; )- neighborhood if both tails of the edge are roots
of complete -ary trees of depth r ? 1.
Consider an algorithm where two nodes u; v 2 V are only
allowed to communicate with each other if there is an edge
(u; v) 2 H . Intuitively, for each round of communication,
an edge discovers a little bit more information about the
graph. In r rounds the bins are able to explore their rneighborhood. The following algorithm describes the class
of access graph based algorithms fupperor which our lower
bound holds. The rst three conditions are also required for
the lower bound of [ACMR95].

De nition 3.1 A protocol is said to be access graph based
if

1. Two nodes u; v 2 V can only communicate with each
other if there is an edge (u; v) 2 E .
2. The decisions of the algorithm only depend on the topological structure of H .
3. If the neighborhood explored by an edge e is a symmetric
(r;  ) neighborhood for some r;  2 IN, the edge can be
assumed to be directed at random.
4. If an arbitrary subset of the edges of a given access
graph H is deleted, the maximum load achieved does
not increase.

The 4th property which is not needed in [ACMR95] is very
intuitive: removing jobs to be scheduled does not increase
the load. All known algorithms respect the 4 properties, i.e.
they are access based.
We make use of the following lemma:

Lemma 3.2 Let H 0 be random graph with n nodes and m

edges, andqlet T be a xed tree with degree  and depth r.
log n the probability that T is a subgraph of
For   r 18 log
log n
1
h is at least 2 .

Proof: The lemma is proven in [Ste95] for the case m = n.

3 Lower Bound for Access Graph Based Protocols

Obviously adding more edges will only increase the probability.

In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. To do so, we de ne
the so called access graph H = (V; E ). An access graph
is a graph containing n nodes representing the bins. Two
vertices u; v are connected by an undirected edge if there is a
ball accessing the bins represented by u and v. Since multiedges are allowed we get a random graph with n vertices
and m edges.

We use this lemma to nd a complete tree T ofqdepth r in
log n
H whose inner vertices have a degree of  = r 18 log
log n
as a subgraph of H . According to (4) of De nition 3.1 we
can remove all edges of H not belonging to T . Now the
root of T is a node of degree  whose incident edges have
a symmetric (r; )-neighborhood. In r rounds the root is
able to explore its r-neighborhood, which is a symmetric
(r;  )-neighborhood. So, according to (3) of De nition 3.1,

these edges direct themselves at random. So with probability 12 the root of T has in-degree 0 = 2 if  is even.
Thus with
probability 14 , there is a node with load at least
q
0 = 1 r log n . This nishes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
2 18 log log n

4 Conclusions and Future Work
We have given a lower bound for allocating m  n balls
to n bins using two i.u.r. possible destinations for each bin.
The lower bound matches the best known algorithm up to
a constant factor. As a main result we stated the adaptive
collision protocol dealing with weighted balls and showing
a tradeo between the number of balls, the degree of uniformity of their weights, and the running time needed to
achieve some given load. For balls with unit weights our
protocol matches the optimal running time for that problem, further there are balls with weights such that the time
our protocol requires for nding the optimal allocation is
optimal.
We believe that the use of third destinations for the balls
is not necessary, it is only used for our proof. Further, the
lower bound should be extendable to an arbitrary constant
number of destinations. We are well aware of the fact that
our lower bound model is still very restrictive. It seems challenging to get such strong bound for more general models.
The most important algorithmic problems concern modeling continuous allocation processes, designing and analysis
them, extending Mitzenmachers ([Mit96a]) results.
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